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Abstract 1 

Calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) are the oldest dated materials in the Solar 2 

System and numerous previous studies have revealed nucleosynthetic anomalies relative to 3 

terrestrial rock standards in many isotopic systems. However, most of the isotopic data 4 

from CAIs has been limited to the Allende meteorite and a handful of other CV3 5 

chondrites. To better constrain the isotopic composition of the CAI-forming region, we 6 

report the first Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm isotopic compositions of two CAIs hosted in the 7 

CK3 desert meteorites NWA 4964 and NWA 6254 along with two CAIs from the CV3 8 

desert meteorites NWA 6619 and NWA 6991. After consideration of neutron capture 9 

processes and the effects of hot-desert weathering, the Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm stable 10 

isotopic compositions of the samples show clearly resolvable nucleosynthetic anomalies that 11 

are in agreement with previous results from Allende and other CV meteorites. The extent 12 

of neutron capture, as manifested by shifts in the observed 149Sm-150Sm isotopic 13 

composition of the CAIs is used to estimate the neutron fluence experienced by some of 14 

these samples and ranges from 8.40×1013 to 2.11×1015 n/cm2. Overall, regardless of CAI 15 

type or host meteorite, CAIs from CV and CK chondrites have similar nucleosynthetic 16 

anomalies within analytical uncertainty. We suggest the region that CV and CK CAIs 17 

formed was largely uniform with respect to Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm isotopes when CAIs 18 

condensed and that CAIs hosted in CV and CK meteorites are derived from the same 19 

isotopic reservoir. 20 

 21 

1. Introduction 22 

Calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) are the first solids to condense in the cooling 23 

protoplanetary disk and mark the beginning of Solar System history. Therefore, these refractory 24 

inclusions provide constraints on the composition of some of the earliest reservoir(s) present in 25 

the Solar System. CAIs condensed at about 4.567 Ga (Amelin et al., 2010; Bouvier et al., 2011; 26 

Connelly et al., 2012), and most CAIs have an inferred initial 26Al/27Al ratio of ~5 × 10-5 which 27 

is used to define the short time interval for CAI formation, perhaps even as short as ~50,000 28 

years (Bizzarro et al., 2004; Jacobsen et al., 2008; MacPherson et al., 2012). As such, these early 29 

solids represent a snapshot of the isotopic composition at the very start of the Solar System and 30 

contain clues to its early evolution. For instance, isotopic characterization of CAIs has 31 

demonstrated that they have isotopic anomalies in most elements when compared to later formed 32 

solids such as bulk chondrites and the terrestrial planets (see Dauphas and Schauble, 2016 for an 33 

extensive review on isotopic anomalies in CAIs). However, how the early Solar System evolved 34 

from the isotopic compositions measured in refractory inclusions to that of later formed solids, 35 

including chondrules and larger planetary bodies, remains unclear.  36 

 37 

Refractory inclusions formed in the early Solar System include 1) hibonite-rich inclusions and 2) 38 

FUN (Fractionation and Unknown Nuclear effect) CAIs and 3) normal CAIs. Due to the large 39 

range of measured nucleosynthetic anomalies and non-canonical 26Al/27Al, hibonite-rich and 40 

FUN inclusions have been postulated to represent samples that formed prior to large-scale 41 

homogenization of the CAI-forming region (Wood, 1998; Sahijpal and Goswami, 1998; Kööp et 42 

al., 2016). As such, normal CAIs may represent a direct link between the CAI-forming region 43 

and later formed solids even though they have different nucleosynthetic anomalies. Therefore, 44 

whereas hibonite-rich and FUN inclusions are important for understanding the earliest history of 45 



the CAI-forming region, the focus of this study is on the far more abundant “normal” CAIs—46 

hereafter referred to simply as CAIs—and their relationship to early Solar System reservoirs.  47 

 48 

Nucleosynthetic anomalies in CAIs have been reported in many elements including: Ca, Ti, Cr, 49 

Ni, Sr, Zr, Mo, Ba, Nd, Sm, Hf, and W (e.g., Papanastassiou 1986; Birck and Lugmair, 1988; 50 

Trinquier et al., 2009; Sprung et al., 2010; Burkhardt et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Moynier et 51 

al., 2012; Akram et al., 2013; Brennecka et al., 2013; Hans et al., 2013; Paton et al., 2013; 52 

Bermingham et al., 2014; Burkhardt et al., 2016; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016). Although there are 53 

some exceptions (e.g., Sprung et al., 2010; Burkhardt et al., 2011; Akram et al., 2013; Kruijer et 54 

al., 2014; Peters et al., 2017), broadly speaking, most CAIs have uniform and distinct 55 

nucleosynthetic anomalies indicating formation in a homogenous region (Brennecka et al., 56 

2013). However, to this point, the vast majority of CAI isotopic studies examining elements 57 

above the Fe-peak have been limited to focusing solely on inclusions from Allende and a select 58 

few CAIs from other CV3 chondrites. It remains unknown if Allende CAIs are isotopically 59 

representative of all CAIs in all groups of meteorites, or if there are isotopic differences between 60 

host meteorites or meteorite classes. Therefore, isotopic analyses of different types of CAIs from 61 

other chondrite groups are of key importance for understanding the isotopic composition of the 62 

CAI-forming region as a whole. 63 

 64 

The elements Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm are well-suited to examine possible heterogeneities within 65 

the CAI-forming region because of their ample abundance in CAIs and the number of stable 66 

isotopes of each element. The individual isotopes of these five elements are produced by varying 67 

amounts of the p-, s-, and r-process nucleosynthesis pathways making them suitable to compare 68 

isotopic compositions of various CAIs. However, to this point, the sum of nucleosynthetic data 69 

from non-Allende CAIs in these elements derives from a total of seven combined measurements 70 

from Sr, Nd, and Sm (Paton et al., 2013; Hans et al., 2013; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016), with no 71 

data reported from CAIs from CK meteorites. Therefore, in order to more accurately characterize 72 

the CAI-forming region, we measured Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm isotopes of two CAIs from CV3 73 

chondrites and for the first time two CAIs from CK3 chondrites. This CAI isotopic data is then 74 

used to evaluate the degree of isotopic heterogeneity in the CAI-forming region with respect to 75 

Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm. 76 

 77 

2. Samples and methods 78 

2.1 Samples investigated 79 

2.1.1 Sample preparation 80 

This study utilized four CAIs from four carbonaceous chondrites: two from the CV3 chondrites 81 

Northwest Africa (NWA) 6619 and NWA 6991 and two from the CK3 chondrites NWA 4964 82 

and NWA 6254. The four samples were purchased from meteorite dealers and all derived from 83 

NWA meteorite finds. All four CAIs (designated as Lisa, Bart, Marge, and Homer) were roughly 84 

1 cm in diameter and were more than 50 mg after removal from the host meteorites, enabling 85 

multiple isotopic systems to be studied (see Table 1 for specific sample information). Large CK 86 

CAIs are not common (e.g., Keller et al., 1992), meaning that the two CK CAIs from this study 87 

represent a rare opportunity for an integrated isotopic investigation. The samples were carefully 88 

removed from their respective meteorites using small hand tools wrapped in parafilm to 89 

minimize addition of terrestrial blank. In order to have enough sample material for the isotopic 90 

work, most of the CAI extracted from the meteorite was saved for those analyses and care was 91 



taken that matrix material was not included in these portions. Smaller pieces of the CAIs were 92 

set aside for petrographic investigation and elemental characterization. Fragments of each CAI 93 

were embedded in epoxy and polished as thick sections for petrographic work.  94 

 95 

Table 1. Samples used for elemental and isotopic investigation in this study.  96 

CAI Host Meteorite Mass (mg) Description 

Lisa NWA 6991 (CV3) 53.4 B1, coarse-grained 

Bart NWA 6254 (CK3) 68.6 Type C*, coarse-grained 

Marge NWA 6619 (CV3) 111.7 Type B*, coarse-grained 

Homer NWA 4964 (CK3) 136.1  Type C*, coarse-grained 
*Indicates the CAIs are anomalous examples most closely related to the indicated type. This is due to the unusual 97 

mineralogy of these inclusions (e.g., containing Fa-rich olivine, abundant grossular) partly reflecting secondary 98 

modifications. 99 

 100 

2.1.2 Sample petrology and mineralogy 101 

A JEOL 6610-LV electron microscope (SEM) at the Interdisciplinary Center for Electron 102 

Microscopy and Microanalysis (ICEM) at the University of Münster was used to examine the 103 

textures of the four CAIs and to identify the mineral phases present in the CAIs. Quantitative 104 

mineral and bulk chemical analyses were obtained using a JEOL JXA 8900 Superprobe electron 105 

microprobe (EPMA) at the ICEM, which was operated with five spectrometers at 15 kV and a 106 

probe current of 15 nA. Natural and synthetic standards were used for wavelength dispersive 107 

spectrometry. Jadeite (Na), kyanite (Al), sanidine (K), chromium oxide (Cr), San Carlos olivine 108 

(Mg), hypersthene (Si), diopside (Ca), rhodonite (Mn), rutile (Ti), fayalite (Fe), cobalt metal 109 

(Co), willemite (Zn), and nickel oxide (Ni) were used as standards for bulk and mineral analyses. 110 

For mineral analysis, a beam diameter of ~1-8 µm (depending on mineral size) was used and Na 111 

was analyzed in the first analytic cycle in order to avoid Na-loss due to volatilization under the 112 

beam. The bulk compositions were obtained using a defocused beam of 50 µm. The microprobe 113 

data were corrected according to the Фρ(z) procedure (Armstrong, 1991). The basic 114 

mineralogical characteristics of each inclusion are summarized below, and bulk chemical and 115 

mineral compositional data of the CAIs are given in the electronic annex (Tables EA1 and EA2).  116 

 117 

Lisa is a coarse-grained, Type B1, CAI from the NWA 6991 CV3ox chondrite and the texture is 118 

shown in Fig. 1. The boundary to the fine-grained host matrix of the chondrite is defined by a 119 

Wark-Lovering rim (Wark and Lovering, 1977), mainly consisting of an outer portion of Al-120 

bearing diopside and an inner spinel-rich layer containing small embedded perovskite grains. A 121 

thick (~800 µm) mantle of melilite is present within the CAI (Fig. 1) with an Åk-content ranging 122 

from 15 to 51 mol%. Within the interior of the CAI, fassaite grains up to 1 mm in size are 123 

present and have variable concentrations of TiO2 (6-12 wt%) and Al2O3 (16-19 wt%). Both 124 

melilite and fassaite poikilitically enclose small euhedral spinel grains. Additionally, tiny opaque 125 

Fe,Ni-sulfides and Pt,Fe,Ni-rich particles are found.  126 

 127 



 128 

 129 

Figure 1. Photomicrograph of a typical area of the Lisa CAI from the CV3 chondrite NWA 6991 illustrating 130 

abundant melilite (Mel) and fassaite (Fas) poikilitically enclosing spinel grains (Sp). The inclusion is rimed by 131 

porous layers of diopside (Di) and spinel, containing small perovskite grains (Pv). The tiny bright phases are Fe,Ni-132 

sulfides and Pt,Fe,Ni-rich particles. Image in back-scattered electrons. 133 

 134 

Bart is a CAI from the CK3 chondrite NWA 6254 and is most closely related to Type C CAIs. 135 

Two small fragments of Bart were characterized petrologically and although both fragments 136 

contain abundant plagioclase, the fragments have different textures and mineralogies. One 137 

fragment consists of abundant olivine laths (~Fa33-34) that are paragenetic with two generations 138 

of plagioclase, indicative of secondary alteration. Ca-rich plagioclase (An>80, often An>90) is 139 

surrounded by more Na-rich plagioclase (oligoclase-andesine; ~An19-45), as shown in Fig. 2a. 140 

Opaque phases, such as Ti-bearing magnetite and ilmenite, are present. The second fragment 141 

consists of lath-like low-Ca pyroxene (~Fs23-24) and minor olivine (Fa28-31; Fig. 2b). Again, two 142 

generations of plagioclase (mainly An>90 vs. ~An35-55) exist, as well as minor grossular. The An-143 

rich plagioclase and olivine contain abundant small Fe-rich particles that are likely magnetite and 144 

ilmenite.  145 

 146 

The Fa-content of olivine and Fs-content of low-Ca pyroxene in Bart, as well as the 147 

concentration of ~0.3 wt% NiO in olivine are typical mineral-chemical features for CK 148 

chondrites (Geiger and Bischoff, 1995). Olivine measurements of the NWA 6254 bulk rock 149 

revealed Fa30.7±8.3 (Fa0-35; N=21; Meteoritical Bulletin Database 2016) and are consistent with a 150 

3.7-subtype classification (see Scott, 1984 for details). Therefore, the classification of this 151 

meteorite is consistent with thermal metamorphism on the parent body which most likely caused 152 

the unique mineralogy of Bart as described above. 153 



 154 

 155 

 156 

Figure 2. Textural and mineralogical characteristics of two parts of the Bart CAI from the CK3 chondrite NWA 157 

6254. (a) This area of Bart consists of olivine laths (Ol) embedded within an intergrowth of two chemically different 158 

plagioclase phases, which are distinguished based on their An-contents. (b) The second area consists of lath-like 159 

low-Ca pyroxene (Px), abundant An-rich plagioclase (An), and minor olivine, Ca-pyroxene (CPx), and grossular 160 

(Gro). The bright phases in both images are magnetite (Mag) and ilmenite (Ilm). Images in back-scattered electrons. 161 

  162 



The CAI Marge from the CV3 chondrite NWA 6619 is a unique Type B CAI that consists of 163 

abundant fassaite, some grossular, and minor anorthite (An>98) (Fig. 3a). All three phases contain 164 

abundant euhedral to subhedral spinel and Fe-rich Ca-pyroxene (hedenbergite) occurs intergrown 165 

with grossular (Fig. 3a). The inclusion is rimmed by Fe-rich olivine, Ca-pyroxene (diopside), and 166 

a spinel-rich layer. The spinel at the rim of the inclusion is slightly zoned and contains minor Fe. 167 

The spinel within the anorthite are also zoned (Fig. 3b). Although the rims are too small for 168 

analysis, the outermost spinel appears to contain some Fe. On the other hand, this appearance 169 

might be due to the incorporation of some Ca from the surrounding anorthite. Marge also 170 

contains a shock vein along with areas (veins) filled with secondary terrestrial contaminants 171 

(calcites, quartz). 172 

 173 

 174 

 175 

Figure 3. Textural and mineralogical characteristics of the CAI Marge. (a) The inclusion is extremely fractured and 176 

contains abundant fassaite (Fas), less grossular (Gr), and minor anorthite (An). Small euhedral to subhedral spinel 177 

(Sp) occur in all three phases (dark grains). The white minerals on the right-hand side are hedenbergite (Hd). Marge 178 

is rimmed by Fe-rich olivine (Ol; white outer boundary), Ca-pyroxene (diopside; Di), and a spinel-rich layer. (b) 179 

Spinel within the anorthite are zoned. Images in back-scattered electrons.  180 

 181 

Homer is hosted in the CK3 chondrite NWA 4964 and is most closely related to Type C CAIs. 182 

This is a very complex CAI having areas with different mineral paragenesis. It consists of 183 

abundant anorthite (An>95) embedding grossular, Ca-pyroxenes (Fig. 4a), Fe-rich spinel (19-28 184 

wt% FeO) and hibonite-spinel (Fig. 4b) or corundum-spinel (Fig. 5) intergrowths. Some of the 185 

spinel are rich in ZnO (>5 wt%). Measurements of olivine compositions in the matrix of the bulk 186 

meteorite have Fa30.7±5.9 (Fa13-35; N=22; Meteoritical Bulletin Database 2016) indicating thermal 187 

metamorphism consistent with a 3.8-subtype classification. Tiny grains of ilmenite are scattered 188 

throughout the inclusion, which likely formed during secondary processing in the solar nebula or 189 

on the meteorite parent body by metamorphic processes as replacement products of preexisting 190 

perovskite. In some cases, perovskite is enclosed in spinel and survived complete transformation 191 

into ilmenite. Multiple grains of corundum, which are extremely rare in CAIs, were found up to 192 

200 µm in length (Fig. 5b) and are the largest corundum grains ever reported in CAIs (e.g., 193 

Kurat, 1970; Bar-Matthews et al., 1982; Wark, 1986; Bischoff and Palme, 1987; Simon et al., 194 

2002; Makide et al., 2011; Russell and Kearsley, 2011). Within Homer, the corundum grains 195 

often coexist with grossular, Fe-rich spinel, and plagioclase (sometimes having Ab-contents up 196 

to 52 mol%; Fig. 5a). 197 

 198 



 199 

 200 

Figure 4. Textural and mineralogical characteristics of the Homer CAI. (a) Anorthite (dark grey, An) is enclosing 201 

grossular-rich areas as well as Ca-pyroxene (CPx), and a large ilmenite grain (Ilm). (b) Hibonite (dark laths, Hib) are 202 

intergrown with Fe-rich spinel (Sp) and both are embedded in An-rich plagioclase. Small ilmenite particles and 203 

minor tiny Ti-bearing magnetite (or titanomagnetite) grains (light phases in both images) are scattered throughout 204 

the inclusion. Images in back-scattered electrons. 205 

 206 

 207 

 208 

Figure 5. (a) Several large corundum grains (black) in the Homer CAI intergrown and/or associated with grossular 209 

(Gr) and Fe-rich spinel (Fe-Sp). They are mainly enclosed by anorthitic plagioclase, but in the center they are also in 210 

contact with andesine (~An47). The bright phases are ilmenites. (b) The largest corundum grain ever reported in 211 

CAIs. Images in back-scattered electrons. 212 

 213 

2.2 Sample digestion and chemical separation of Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm 214 

The sample aliquots used for isotopic work were ground into a fine powder using a sapphire 215 

mortar and pestle. The samples were digested in Parr bombs at Lawrence Livermore National 216 

Laboratory (LLNL) using concentrated HNO3, and HF. Multiple treatments of aqua regia was 217 

necessary following Parr bomb digestion in order to completely dissolve the samples. The 218 



samples were fluxed in 2 mL of 0.5N HCl-0.15N HF and 2% of this solution was removed for 219 

ICPMS trace element analysis. Following the procedure of Connelly et al. (2006), Mo and other 220 

high field strength elements (HFSE) were separated from the CAI solutions using columns 221 

containing 2 mL of AG50W-X8 cation-exchange resin (200-400 mesh) and 3 mL of 0.5N HCl-222 

0.15N HF acids. The rest of the CAI matrix containing Sr, Ba, and the rare earth elements 223 

(REEs) was eluted in 6N HCl in preparation for subsequent purification. 224 

 225 

Molybdenum was separated and purified from the HFSEs using a three-stage ion exchange 226 

chemistry following the procedure from Render et al. (2017). Briefly, the HFSE solutions in 1M 227 

HCl-0.1M HF were first passed through a column containing 14 mL pre-cleaned AG50W-X8 228 

(200-400 mesh) cation-exchange resin to remove any remaining major elements from the HFSE 229 

solutions. Next, the HFSE solutions were loaded onto columns filled with 2 mL of pre-cleaned 230 

AG1-X8 (100-200 mesh) anion-exchange resin to remove any remaining Fe, Ni, Ti, and W as 231 

well as most of the Zr and Ru. This column utilized 1M HF, 6M HCl-0.06M HF, 6M HCl-1M 232 

HF, and H2O, and Mo was eluted in 3M HNO3 and H2O. Finally, Mo was purified on a third 233 

column containing 1 mL of pre-cleaned Eichrom® TRU-Spec cation resin (100-200 mesh) using 234 

7M HNO3 and Mo is eluted in 0.1M HNO3. The final Mo cuts were dried down and treated with 235 

a few drops of concentrated HNO3 and HCl to decompose remaining organic matter.  236 

Molybdenum blanks for this separation procedure are typically 0.8 ± 0.5 ng and do not 237 

significantly affect the Mo isotopic compositions given that >75 ng Mo were processed for each 238 

CAI sample. 239 

 240 

Strontium, Ba, and the REEs were separated from the CAI matrix based on methods outlined in 241 

Carlson et al. (2007). In short, a cation-exchange resin (AG50W-X8, 200-400 mesh) was used to 242 

elute Sr, Ba, and the REEs using 2N HCl, 2N HNO3, and 6N HCl, respectively. Strontium was 243 

further purified using Eichrom® Sr-spec resin based on the procedure from Andreasen and 244 

Sharma (2007). The REEs were loaded onto pressurized 0.2M alpha-hydroxyisobutyric acid 245 

columns based on the procedure from Borg et al. (2016) in order to separate and purify Nd and 246 

Sm. Two passes were necessary for precise Nd isotopic ratio measurements. After the 247 

pressurized column, a 2 mL cation exchange (AG50W-X8, 200-400 mesh) clean-up chemistry 248 

was necessary to remove the alpha-hydroxyisobutyric acid from the Nd and Sm cuts.  249 

  250 

2.3 Trace element measurements 251 

Trace element concentrations were obtained on a Thermo Scientific® iCAP Q quadruple at 252 

LLNL. The pre-chemistry aliquots were diluted appropriately with 2% HNO3 in preparation for 253 

ICPMS measurements. A dissolved aliquot of the geological rock standard BHVO-2 was 254 

measured with the CAIs at different concentrations and was used for calibration. All 255 

measurement solutions were doped with an internal standard to monitor and correct for 256 

instrumental drift. Trace element data can be found in Table EA3.    257 

 258 

2.4 Isotopic measurements 259 

Isotopic measurements for Sr, Ba, Nd, and Sm of the samples and standards were completed at 260 

LLNL using a Thermo Scientific® Triton thermal ionization mass spectrometer. The Mo isotopic 261 

compositions were measured in the Institut für Planetologie at the University of Münster using a 262 

Thermo Scientific® Neptune Plus MC-ICPMS. Data for all elements are reported in the ε-263 

notation, or parts per 10,000 deviations relative to terrestrial standards. The measurement 264 



protocol of this study was very similar to the measurement specifics reported in Brennecka et al. 265 

(2013) with a few minor differences as indicated below. 266 

 267 

For Sr, approximately 1 µg of each sample/standard was loaded in 2N HCl onto single Re 268 

filaments along with the Ta2O5 activator in phosphoric acid. Strontium isotopic measurements 269 

for the samples and standards were static runs consisting of 200 ratios using 16 second 270 

integration times. Each sample was measured two times on the same filament. The isobaric 271 

interfering element Rb was monitored by simultaneously measuring 85Rb with the other Sr 272 

isotopes. Internal normalization was used to correct for mass bias effects using 86Sr/88Sr = 273 

0.1194. The external reproducibility (2SD) of the 84Sr/86Sr ratio based on multiple analyses of the 274 

NBS 987 standard was ± 0.4ε.  275 

 276 

Molybdenum isotope measurements were performed following the protocol from Render et al. 277 

(2017). Samples were introduced with a Savillex® C-Flow PFA nebulizer and Cetac® Aridus II 278 

desolvator, resulting in total ion beam intensities of ~1.3×10-10 A using 100 ppb solutions and an 279 

uptake rate of ~50 µl/min. Measurements consisted of an on-peak baseline on a solution blank 280 

for 40 integrations followed by 100 integrations of the sample solution both using 8 second 281 

integration times. Instrumental mass bias was corrected using the exponential law normalizing to 282 

98Mo/96Mo = 1.453171 (Lu and Masuda, 1994). All Mo isotopes were monitored using 1011 ohm 283 

resistors and potential isobaric interferences from Zr and Ru on several Mo isotopes were 284 

quantified by monitoring signals on 91Zr and 99Ru in Faraday cups connected to amplifiers with 285 

1012 ohm resistors. Based on the amount of Mo available, samples were run at either 100 ppb 286 

(Lisa, Bart) or 75 ppb (Homer, Marge).  287 

 288 

Barium was loaded on zone-refined double Re filaments in 2N HCl and the amount of Ba loaded 289 

ranged from 0.3 to 1 µg, depending on the amount Ba in the sample. Barium was measured for 290 

200 ratios in static mode using 16 second integration times and each sample was measured at 291 

least three times on the same filament. The interfering isotopes, 139La and 140Ce were monitored 292 

simultaneously with the Ba isotopes. The minor isotopes of Ba (130Ba and 132Ba) along with the 293 

isobaric interference 140Ce were measured utilizing 1012 ohm resistors, where all other isotopes 294 

of Ba and the isobaric interference 139La were measured using 1011 ohm resistors. The data were 295 

corrected for instrumental mass bias effects using 134Ba/136Ba = 0.3078 and the 138Ba data was 296 

corrected for radiogenic ingrowth from 138La as shown in Brennecka et al. (2013). The La/Ba 297 

ratios used for this correction are given in Table 4.  298 

 299 

Neodymium was loaded on zone-refined double Re filaments in 2N HCl and depending on the 300 

sample size, 200-900 ng of Nd was loaded. The data acquisition was performed using a two-step 301 

dynamic measurement routine. Each dynamic run consisted of 540 ratios with each step of the 302 

routine using 8 second integration times. The interfering isotopes 140Ce, 141Pr, 147Sm, and 149Sm 303 

were all measured utilizing 1012 ohm resistors and all other Nd isotopes were measured with 1011 304 

ohm resistors. The Nd measurements occurred during two different sessions with Lisa, Bart, and 305 

Marge measured during the first session and Homer measured several months later. Regardless 306 

of different measurement sessions, each sample was measured at least one time and the data were 307 

compared to the standards of their respective measurement campaign. All data are corrected for 308 

mass bias effects using 146Nd/144Nd = 0.7219 and the exponential law. 309 

 310 



Approximately 125 – 300 ng of Sm was loaded onto zone-refined double Re filaments in 2N 311 

HCl. Samarium isotopic measurements were performed using a static routine with 8 second 312 

integration times and each run consisted of 200-300 ratios depending on the sample size. The 313 

interfering elements Nd and Gd were monitored using the isotopes 146Nd and 155Gd and were 314 

measured simultaneously during the run with 1012 ohm resistors whereas all Sm isotopes were 315 

measured using 1011 ohm resistors. Instrumental mass bias was corrected using 147Sm/152Sm = 316 

0.56081 and the exponential law and this internal normalization scheme was selected to monitor 317 

potential neutron capture effects on 149Sm and 150Sm. 318 

 319 

3. RESULTS 320 

  321 

3.1 Rare earth element patterns 322 

The REE patterns of the CAIs are calculated relative to CI chondrites (Lodders, 2003) and are 323 

displayed in Fig. 6. The CAIs have REE abundances of ~20×CI except Homer, which is less than 324 

10×CI. Bart and Lisa have relatively flat REE patterns, although Bart has negative Eu and Yb 325 

anomalies which is consistent with the group III pattern (Martin and Mason, 1974). Marge has a 326 

slightly fractionated REE pattern while Homer, a coarse-grained CAI, has a fractionated REE 327 

pattern similar to the group II pattern which is characterized by having enrichments in the light 328 

REEs (La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm) along with depletions in the most refractory REEs (Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, 329 

Er, Lu) (Mason and Martin, 1977). The group II pattern also has a negative Eu anomaly and a 330 

positive Tm anomaly and CAIs exhibiting such REE patterns are believed to have experienced 331 

complex condensation histories (Boynton, 1975; Davis and Grossman, 1979). However, Homer 332 

is depleted in the elements Eu-Ho and has an enrichment in Yb, although other group II patterns 333 

show similar enrichments for Yb. These differences may be an indication that Homer 334 

experienced several episodes of evaporation and condensation and the positive Yb anomaly 335 

probably reflects the volatile behavior of this element. Previous work noted that CAIs containing 336 

the typical group II pattern but having positive instead of negative Eu and Yb anomalies were 337 

designated as group IIA, thus demonstrating that variations within the group II pattern exist 338 

(Davis and Grossman, 1979). Furthermore, Homer’s REE abundance is remarkably low overall 339 

for a CAI which also suggests a complex history that could also be indicative of interaction with 340 

chondrule material. This could also explain why Homer’s composition is related to Type C 341 

which is the least refractory CAI type. Although Homer’s REE pattern does not exactly match 342 

the description of group II CAIs, it is likely that Homer experienced a more complex formation 343 

history compared to other samples of this study.  344 

 345 



 346 

Figure 6. Rare Earth element patterns of the CAIs analyzed in this study. Bart, Marge and Lisa have relatively 347 

unfractionated REE patterns while Homer has a fractionated REE pattern similar to group II CAIs and indicative of 348 

a more complex condensation history. Data normalized to CI chondrites using Lodders (2003). 349 

 350 

3.2 Isotopic compositions 351 

All isotopic data are presented in ε-notation, or parts per 10,000 deviation from the terrestrial 352 

standards. For clarity, we have calculated an average Allende CAIs ε-value for each isotope ratio 353 

using literature data that is displayed in the figures (Harper et al., 1992; Burkhardt et al., 2011; 354 

Moynier et al., 2012; Hans et al., 2013; Brennecka et al., 2013; Bermingham et al., 2014; 355 

Burkhardt et al., 2016; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016). Details about the calculation for the average 356 

Allende CAIs values are given in the electronic annex (EA).  357 

 358 

3.2.1 Sr isotopic compositions 359 

The Sr isotopic compositions of the samples and standards are presented in Fig. 7 and Table 2. 360 

Strontium has four stable isotopes, however, two are used for internal normalization of the data 361 

(86Sr and 88Sr) and one (87Sr) has significant radiogenic ingrowth from 87Rb that is difficult to 362 

correct for at the required precision for nucleosynthetic study given the relatively large 363 

uncertainties on the measured 87Rb/86Sr ratios. Therefore, the main isotope of focus is 84Sr. The 364 

ε84Sr values are given relative to the NBS 987 standard and the external reproducibility (2 × 365 

standard deviation, 2SD) of the standard during the measurement campaign was 0.4 for ε84Sr. 366 

Marge and Lisa have ε84Sr excesses of 0.8 and 1.4 ε-units, respectively. These data resemble the 367 

previous results on Sr in CAIs (Moynier et al., 2012; Hans et al., 2013; Paton et al., 2013; 368 

Brennecka et al., 2013). Bart and Homer both have ε84Sr excesses of 0.4 ε, which is within 369 

analytical uncertainty of both the terrestrial value and average Allende CAI value.  370 
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 373 

Figure 7. The Sr isotopic compositions of the CAIs analyzed in this study along with the calculated Allende CAI Sr 374 

average value (data from Moynier et al., 2012; Hans et al., 2013; Brennecka et al., 2013) and CAIs from non-375 

Allende CV3 meteorites (Hans et al., 2013; Paton et al., 2013). The deviation of the samples relative to the terrestrial 376 

standard is given in ε-notation. The uncertainty on the standard (shown as a solid grey bar) in the plot represents 2 × 377 

standard deviation (2SD) of that standard during the measurement campaign. For clarity purposes, only the 2SD of 378 

the Allende CAIs average value is shown (black error bar). 379 

*Denotes isotopic data not included due to radiogenic input  380 

 381 

Table 2. The Sr isotopic ratios and other pertinent information of the standards and samples of this study. 382 

 383 

*See EA for details on the Allende CAIs calculation 384 

 385 

3.2.2 Mo isotopic compositions 386 

The Mo isotopic compositions of the samples and standards are presented in Fig. 8 and Table 3. 387 

The external reproducibility of the method was determined by multiple analyses (N = 24) of the 388 

terrestrial rock standard BHVO-2 and is 0.37 for ε92Mo, 0.27 for ε94Mo, 0.16 for ε95Mo, 0.10 for 389 

ε97Mo, and 0.19 for ε100Mo. Bart and Lisa both show resolved excesses in all five Mo isotopes 390 
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and their patterns resemble previous results for Mo in coarse-grained CAIs from Allende (Yin et 391 

al., 2002; Becker and Walker, 2003; Burkhardt et al., 2011; Brennecka et al., 2013). However, 392 

only Bart fits the average Allende CAI pattern within analytical uncertainty on all isotopes and 393 

although Lisa has smaller Mo isotopic anomalies, the overall pattern is similar to previous 394 

Allende CAI data. Marge and Homer both have near terrestrial Mo isotopic compositions 395 

although Marge hints at Mo isotope excesses except for ε100Mo.  396 

 397 

 398 
Figure 8. The Mo isotopic compositions of the CAIs analyzed in this study along with the average values for 399 

coarse-grained Allende CAIs (data from Burkhardt et al., 2011; Brennecka et al., 2013). Solid grey bars in the plot 400 

represents the external uncertainty as defined by the 2SD of the terrestrial rock standard BHVO-2 at the Institut für 401 

Planetologie. For clarity purposes, only the uncertainty from the Allende CAIs average values is shown (black error 402 

bars). 403 

 404 

Table 3. The Mo isotopic compositions of the standards and samples.  405 

 406 
*See EA for details on the Allende CAIs calculation 407 
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 408 

3.2.3 Ba isotopic compositions 409 

The Ba isotopic composition of the samples and standards are provided in Fig. 9 and Table 4 and 410 

are given relative to the SRM 3104a standard. Barium has seven isotopes and two (134Ba and 411 

136Ba) are used for internal normalization of the data. The 2SD of the standard during the 412 

measurement campaign was 1.9 for ε130Ba, 1.1 for ε132Ba, 0.11 for ε135Ba, 0.10 for ε137Ba, and 413 

0.14 for ε138Ba. Previous work has shown that 138Ba can be affected by the decay of 138La 414 

(Brennecka et al., 2013), and thus our reported ε138Ba data are corrected for these affects which 415 

were less than 0.1 ε-units in all samples. In this study, no isotopic anomalies are observed outside 416 

analytical uncertainty for ε130Ba, ε132Ba, ε137Ba, and ε138Ba. Bart and Lisa have resolved ε135Ba 417 

anomalies of 0.40 and 0.41, respectively, and these results are in agreement with most Allende 418 

CAIs (Harper et al., 1992; Brennecka et al., 2013; Bermingham et al., 2014). Homer and Marge 419 

have ε135Ba of 0.11 and 0.10, respectively, which are within analytical uncertainty of the 420 

terrestrial standard.  421 

 422 

 423 
Figure 9. The Ba isotopic compositions of the CAIs analyzed in this study along with the Allende CAIs average 424 

value (data from Harper et al., 1992; Brennecka et al., 2013; Bermingham et al., 2014) and CAI 4 from Allende 425 

(Bermingham et al., 2014). The uncertainty on the standard (shown as a solid grey bar) in the plots represents the 426 

2SD of the standard during the measurement campaign. For clarity purposes, only the uncertainty from the Allende 427 

CAIs average value is shown (black error bars). Not all literature data are reported for both 130Ba and 132Ba so they 428 

are not included in the figure, nor is 138Ba due to possible variability caused by unknown radiogenic ingrowth from 429 
138La.  430 

^Denotes isotopic data is divided by 10 to fit on the same scale. 431 

 432 

Table 4. The Ba isotopic ratios and La/Ba of the standards and samples.  433 
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 434 

*See EA for details on the Allende CAIs calculation 435 

 436 

3.2.4 Nd isotopic compositions 437 

The Nd isotopic compositions of the samples and standards are presented in Fig. 10 and Table 5, 438 

and are given relative to the JNdi standard. Data for 142Nd and 143Nd are not included in the 439 

figure due to radiogenic ingrowth from 146Sm and 147Sm, respectively. The long-term external 440 

reproducibility of the JNdi standard is 0.08 for ε145Nd, 0.12 for ε148Nd, and 0.22 for ε150Nd. For 441 

ε145Nd and ε148Nd, all CAIs of this study show resolved nucleosynthetic anomalies of 442 

approximately -0.2 and -0.3 ε-units, respectively, in agreement with Allende CAI Nd isotopic 443 

data (Brennecka et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016). For ε150Nd, Bart, Marge, and Lisa show a 444 

uniform depletion of approximately -0.7 ε, also in agreement with literature data (Brennecka et 445 

al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016). Homer has a ε150Nd depletion of -0.2 ε, which is within 446 

analytical uncertainty to both the terrestrial standard and the average Allende CAI ε150Nd value.  447 

 448 

 449 
Figure 10. The Nd isotopic compositions of the CAIs analyzed in this study along with the average Nd value for 450 

Allende CAIs (Brennecka et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016) and literature data (Bouvier and Boyet, 2016). The 451 

long-term external reproducibility of the JNdi standard is shown as the solid grey bars in the plot. For clarity 452 

purposes, only the uncertainty from the average Nd value for Allende CAIs is provided in the figure (black errors 453 
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bars). The data, shown in grey, from Bouvier and Boyet (2016) is the bulk CAI measurements where the 145Nd and 454 
148Nd data are the calculated average from line 1 and line 2 in the online supplementary material. The 150Nd data are 455 

from line 1 of the same study. The CAI data shown for ‘Crucible’ is the calculated average of the two analyses of 456 

that sample.  457 

 458 

Table 5. The Nd isotopic ratios of the standards and samples. The Nd isotopic measurements took place in two 459 

different measurement sessions, which are divided in the table.  460 

 461 

*See EA for details on the Allende CAIs calculation 462 

 463 

3.2.5 Sm isotopic compositions 464 

Samarium has seven stable isotopes and two (147Sm and 152Sm) are used for internal 465 

normalization. The Sm isotopic compositions of the samples are given as ε-values relative to the 466 

Ames Sm standard and are presented in Fig. 11 and Table 6 where the ε149Sm and ε150Sm values 467 

are corrected for neutron capture effects (see section 4.1.2 for details about this correction). The 468 

long-term external reproducibility of the standard was 0.61 for ε144Sm, 0.19 for ε148Sm, 0.15 for 469 

ε149Sm, 0.11 for ε150Sm, and 0.11 for ε154Sm. All samples of this study show relative deficits in 470 

ε144Sm and ε154Sm around -2.7 and -0.2, respectively. Homer has a slightly larger depletion in 471 

ε144Sm of -3.3 but this is within analytical uncertainty to the other CAIs. All samples show 472 

relative excesses in ε148Sm and ε150Sm of approximately 0.5. After neutron capture effects are 473 

taken into account, all the Sm isotopic data of this study are in excellent agreement with 474 

literature data (Brennecka et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016). Shown 475 

in the Fig. 11 insert is the uncorrected ε149Sm and ε150Sm isotopic compositions of the CAIs. A 476 

depletion in ε149Sm is coupled with a predictable excess in ε150Sm as demonstrated most 477 

profoundly by Lisa. In contrast, no neutron capture is observed for Bart or Homer. 478 

 479 



 480 

Figure 11. The Sm isotopic compositions of the four CAIs analyzed in this study along with the average Sm value 481 

for Allende CAIs (Brennecka et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016) and two CAIs from 482 

desert meteorites (Bouvier and Boyet, 2016). The ε149Sm and ε150Sm values in the large figure have been corrected 483 

for neutron capture effects. The uncertainty on the Ames standard (shown as grey bars for each isotope) in the plot 484 

represents the long-term external reproducibility (2SD) of that standard. For clarity purposes, only the uncertainty 485 

from the average Sm value for Allende CAIs is provided in the figure (black error bars). The data from Bouvier and 486 

Boyet (2016) is the bulk CAI measurement. The smaller insert shows Sm isotopic compositions with neutron 487 

capture effects where a depletion in ε149Sm is coupled with a predictable excess in ε150Sm.  488 

 489 

Table 6. The Sm isotopic ratios of the standards and samples. 490 

 491 
*See EA for details on the Allende CAIs calculation 492 

 493 

4. DISCUSSION 494 

4.1 Sources of isotopic composition alteration 495 



In order to evaluate if CAIs from CK chondrites are different from CV CAIs, the original 496 

isotopic compositions must be deduced from the measured compositions which can be altered 497 

after CAIs formed. Thus, this alteration can result in measured isotopic compositions that are not 498 

truly representative of the original isotopic composition of the inclusion or the CAI-forming 499 

region. Previous isotopic analyses of Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm have focused on CAIs from the 500 

Allende CV3.6 meteorite which, although a fall, is known to have experienced parent body 501 

alteration. Nevertheless, CAI samples from Allende show essentially uniform isotope anomalies 502 

for most lithophile elements, suggesting that parent body alteration did not significantly affect 503 

the isotopic compositions of these elements. However, the samples used in this study are all 504 

meteorite finds from Northwest Africa that have likely experienced some degree of terrestrial 505 

weathering that must be taken into account (Stelzner et al., 1999). Additionally, secondary 506 

thermal neutron capture reactions have modified the isotopic composition of some elements and 507 

therefore must be considered for isotopes that have large neutron capture cross sections.  508 

 509 

4.1.1 Terrestrial weathering of desert meteorites  510 

The effects of hot-desert weathering on various meteorites have been examined, and it was found 511 

that Pb, Ba, and Sr are the most sensitive indicators of such processes (Stelzner et al., 1999; 512 

Barrat et al., 2003). Therefore, an increase in Pb, Ba, or Sr concentrations is a simple indicator to 513 

evaluate whether a sample has been affected by terrestrial weathering. The observation that, 514 

compared to falls, Saharan finds often have elevated Ba and Sr concentrations due to the 515 

formation of secondary carbonates and sulfates within fractures of the samples (e.g., Stelzner et 516 

al., 1999; Barrat et al., 2003) supports this contention. Additionally, Mo is easily dissolved 517 

during weathering in oxidizing conditions and hence selectively mobilized in water (Anbar, 518 

2004). The effects of terrestrial weathering on the REE concentrations is variable as enrichment 519 

of the light REEs is observed in shergottites while REE concentrations in eucrites do not show 520 

significant modifications (Crozaz et al., 2003). The latter is consistent with the REEs being less 521 

soluble and therefore not easily mobilized during weathering. Nonetheless, the effects of hot-522 

desert weathering must be considered for all investigated elements of this study. 523 

 524 

Abnormally high abundances of Sr, Mo, and Ba in the CAIs may indicate these elements are 525 

contaminated by terrestrial alteration. Note that addition of relatively small amounts of Mo and 526 

Ba will have only minor effects on the original isotopic composition of the CAI because the 527 

isotopic composition of the contaminant is not significantly different from the unaltered CAI. As 528 

a consequence the effects of terrestrial weathering on these isotopic systems may be difficult to 529 

identify. However, contamination of Sr in the desert will change the 87Sr/86Sr dramatically 530 

because the Sr isotopic composition of desert contaminants is vastly different from the Sr 531 

isotopic composition of most CAIs. Therefore, a correlation between 87Sr/86Sr and other isotopic 532 

ratios affected primarily by nucleosynthesis is a clear indication for the addition of terrestrial Sr. 533 

Such correlations are presented in Fig. 12a/b/c where ε84Sr, ε92Mo, and ε135Ba are plotted against 534 

87Sr/86Sr for the CAIs. This figure illustrates a trend of increasing radiogenic 87Sr/86Sr with 535 

decreasing magnitude of stable isotope anomaly. In all three plots, Homer and Marge have the 536 

highest 87Sr/86Sr values and generally the lowest (if any) nucleosynthetic anomalies. A simple 537 

mixing model with one endmember being CAI composition and the other being Western Sahara 538 

desert dust composition (Moreno et al., 2006) was used to generate mixing curves in Fig. 12. 539 

These curves represent two different desert contaminant compositions (87Sr/86Sr = 0.7095 and 540 

87Sr/86Sr = 0.7115) and mix to the extremes of the average ± 2SD for Allende CAIs (average 541 



Allende CAI data provided in Table EA4). The measured CAI data fall within the model ranges 542 

supporting the hypothesis that Homer and Marge were significantly affected by terrestrial 543 

contamination for Sr, Mo, and Ba. This is consistent with petrographic examination of Marge 544 

which demonstrates the presence of calcites and quartz in cracks, both of which are typical 545 

secondary terrestrial contaminants. Therefore, Homer and Marge most likely experienced the 546 

addition of terrestrial Sr, Mo, and Ba that shifts the original Sr, Mo, and Ba isotopic 547 

compositions toward terrestrial values, thus decreasing the magnitudes of the original anomalies. 548 

Therefore, these two CAIs cannot be used to evaluate the nucleosynthetic Sr, Mo, and Ba 549 

compositions of the CAI-forming region. 550 

 551 

In contrast to Marge and Homer, Lisa and Bart have no clear petrologic evidence for terrestrial 552 

weathering, have low 87Sr/86Sr values near the Solar System initial value, and have 553 

nucleosynthetic anomalies that are in agreement with average Allende CAIs values for Sr, Mo, 554 

and Ba. Although there is the potential for the REE isotopic compositions to also be affected by 555 

terrestrial weathering, all CAIs of this study show uniform Nd and Sm nucleosynthetic anomalies 556 

(Figs. 10 & 11) in comparison with each other and Allende CAIs (Brennecka et al., 2013; 557 

Burkhardt et al., 2016; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016). Therefore, it is unlikely that the REE isotopic 558 

compositions were significantly affected by terrestrial weathering.  559 

 560 
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Figure 12. (A) Plot of ε84Sr versus 87Sr/86Sr for the CAI samples of this study. Generally, the samples with higher 562 
87Sr/86Sr have lower ε84Sr. This is consistent with the addition of terrestrial Sr to the samples resulting in higher 563 
87Sr/86Sr and thus a dilution of the original ε84Sr. Modeled mixing curves are represented by dashed grey lines. The 564 

2SD of the average Allende CAIs ε84Sr is shown as the grey box. (B) Same as (A) but ε92Mo versus 87Sr/86Sr. (C) 565 

Same as (A) but ε135Ba versus 87Sr/86Sr. (Allende average CAI data from Harper et al., 1992; Moynier et al., 2012; 566 

Hans et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2011; Brennecka et al., 2013; Bermingham et al., 2014) 567 

 568 

4.1.2 Neutron capture in CAIs  569 

Accounting for neutron capture in Sm isotope systematics 570 

Another source for secondary isotopic variations can occur within the Sm isotope system and is 571 

caused by the capture of thermal neutrons. The isotope 149Sm has an exceptionally large thermal 572 

neutron capture cross section (~40,000 barns), indicating that it is far more likely to capture a 573 

secondary neutron produced by galactic cosmic rays penetrating meteorite parent bodies than 574 

other isotopes. The extent of neutron capture effects are controlled by the dose of cosmic rays 575 

and the chemical composition of the irradiated material. As such, these effects are generally only 576 

thought to be high enough to cause isotopic shifts within several meters below the surface. 577 

Capture of thermal neutrons by 149Sm results in depletions of 149Sm that correlate with 578 

predictable excesses of 150Sm. This is a well-known effect that has been reported for samples 579 

such as lunar rocks, aubrites, and even in many chondritic meteorite parent bodies (e.g., Russ et 580 

al., 1971; Hidaka et al., 1999, 2000a, 2000b, 2012; Carlson et al., 2007; Burkhardt et al., 2016). 581 

However, evidence for such effects is minimal in CAIs (Bouvier and Boyet, 2016). 582 

 583 

Previous studies examining CAIs have considered neutron capture on 149Sm, producing 150Sm, 584 

but were unable to identify the effects of this process due to limited spread of the 149Sm and 585 

150Sm in the sample suites analyzed (Brennecka et al., 2013; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016). The data 586 

presented here clearly demonstrate evidence for neutron capture (Fig. 13). The insert to Fig. 13 587 

illustrates that the CAIs of this study fall on a theoretical neutron capture line indicative of 588 

neutron capture in these samples. Note the theoretical neutron capture line has a slope of -1 in 589 

149Sm/152Sm versus 150Sm/152Sm space which translates to a slope of -1.87 when plotted in 590 

epsilon space using the Ames standard measured during this investigation. From Fig. 13 it is 591 

apparent that the CAIs analyzed here, as well as those CAIs reported in the literature, plot along 592 

a linear trend parallel to the theoretical neutron capture line that passes though the Ames Sm 593 

standard and bulk Earth values. This offset is an expression of the nucleosynthetic effects on Sm 594 

in the CAIs. The linearity and data range of the CAIs in Fig. 13 demonstrates that the CAIs have 595 

the same Sm isotopic compositions but experienced different amounts of thermal neutron 596 

irradiation. It is not surprising that Lisa and B4 (Bouvier and Boyet, 2016), which are both CAIs 597 

derived from NWA 6991, have nearly identical ε149Sm and ε150Sm compositions (Fig. 13) 598 

indicating that they have experienced similar thermal neutron irradiation histories. However, 599 

Bart and Homer have ε149Sm compositions that are within uncertainty to the terrestrial standard 600 

values, reflecting the fact that these two CAIs did not experience significant thermal neutron 601 

irradiation.  602 

 603 

Quantifying the nucleosynthetic Sm isotopic signatures in CAIs  604 

After the consideration of neutron capture in CAIs, the nucleosynthetic component in the ε149Sm 605 

and ε150Sm can be quantified. The observation that CAIs Bart and Homer have terrestrial ε149Sm 606 

compositions indicate that they are not affected by neutron capture, and thus their measured 607 

excesses in ε150Sm are solely due to nucleosynthetic processes. This provides a ε150Sm baseline 608 



value for CAIs that are unaffected by neutron capture. In contrast, Lisa has an ε149Sm of ~ -1 and 609 

a corresponding excess in ε150Sm reflecting both a neutron capture component (ε150Sm ~ 1.8) and 610 

a nucleosynthetic component (ε150Sm ~ 0.56 ± 0.19). Therefore, the coupled Sm isotopic 611 

compositions of irradiated and non-irradiated CAIs demonstrate that the source of all CAIs 612 

measured thus far has a ε149Sm of ~0 and ε150Sm of ~0.56 ± 0.19 that is attributable to 613 

differences in nucleosynthetic processes responsible for the production of the Sm. Although 614 

neutron capture can potentially alter the original isotopic composition of CAIs, the neutron 615 

capture cross sections of the other isotopes in this study (e.g., Sr, Mo, Ba, and Nd) are 616 

approximately 200 times less than 149Sm making the effects of neutron capture negligible at the 617 

current level of precision.   618 

 619 

 620 

Figure 13. Evidence for neutron capture in CAIs of this study along with two non-Allende CAIs (Bouvier and 621 

Boyet, 2016) and the average Allende CAI value (Brennecka et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016; Bouvier and Boyet, 622 

2016). The solid red line on the plot represents the theoretical neutron capture line (slope of -1.87). The purple 623 

dashed line is a regression calculated by Isoplot with the slope and y-intercept shown in the plot (uncertainties on the 624 

slope and intercept are 95% confidence intervals). The samples in this study plot on a parallel line slightly above the 625 

theoretical line. The offset, indicated by the purple arrow, between the lines is due to nucleosynthetic anomalies 626 
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present in CAIs. The y-intercept is the nucleosynthetic contribution on ε150Sm in CAIs. Error bars for the samples 627 

represent the long-term 2SD of the terrestrial standard from each individual study except for the average Allende 628 

CAIs in which the error bars represent the 2SD of the average values.  629 

*Denotes non-Allende CAI data from Bouvier and Boyet (2016). 630 

 631 

Neutron fluence estimation in CAIs 632 

The measured neutron capture effects in the CAI samples can be used to calculate the neutron 633 

fluence they experienced. This calculation utilizes isotope ratios so all the ε-values from the 634 

other studies (Brennecka et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016) were 635 

transformed into isotope ratios using the Ames standard value from Table 6. However, before 636 

this calculation can be completed it is necessary to subtract out the nucleosynthetic component in 637 

the CAIs for the 150Sm/152Sm and this step utilized the y-intercept in Fig. 13 (y = 0.56 ε). The 638 

neutron fluences (ᴪ) are shown in Table 7 for each CAI which were estimated using the 639 

following equation (Hidaka et al., 2012).  640 

 641 

ᴪ =  
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�� 
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����
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× 
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(�)������
 × (5.94 × 10��)            (1) 642 

 643 

In equation 1, STD2 is ‘irrad STD1’ (Hidaka et al., 1995) which has a known neutron fluence, σ 644 

is the thermal neutron capture cross section of STD2 and each sample, and (150Sm/149Sm)Std is the 645 

Ames standard of this study (provided in Table 7). The measured 149Sm/152Sm and corrected 646 

150Sm/152Sm of the CAIs were used to generate (150Sm/149Sm)sample as shown in Table 7 and these 647 

values were used in equation 1 to estimate the neutron fluence for each CAI. 648 

 649 

Comparing neutron fluences between individual CAIs to bulk chondrites can provide insights 650 

into the relationship between CV and CK chondrites. The neutron fluences for the CAIs 651 

presented in this study range from 8.40×1013 to 2.11×1015 n/cm2 and are consistent with previous 652 

ranges, 0.93 – 4.41 ×1015 n/cm2, for chondrites (e.g. Hidaka et al., 2000b). The Allende CAIs 653 

span a range of 4.11×1014 – 1.09 ×1015 n/cm2 which is similar to the bulk Allende values of 654 

1.44×1015 n/cm2 and 2.17×1015 n/cm2 (Hidaka et al., 2000b). When galactic cosmic rays penetrate 655 

relatively large bodies (e.g., meteorites, parent bodies), high energy neutrons are slowed down to 656 

thermal energies through cascades of nuclear reactions resulting in thermalized neutrons. Thus, 657 

the neutron capture reactions observed here in the CAIs must have occurred after the CAIs were 658 

incorporated in their parent bodies or perhaps more likely, after the meteorites were broken apart 659 

from their parent bodies. If the CAIs from CK and CV chondrites are derived from a single 660 

parent body (as certain models suggest e.g., Elkins-Tanton et al., 2011), the different neutron 661 

fluences observed for individual CAIs could be indicative of various depths of burial. 662 

Alternatively, if CV and CK chondrites are from different parent bodies (e.g., Dunn et al., 2016; 663 

Yin et al., 2017), then the various neutron fluences may reflect the different irradiation histories 664 

and/or depths of burial for these particular samples. Regardless of when the irradiation occurred, 665 

the CV CAIs must have been located within a few meters of the surface of the body and the CK 666 

CAIs were exposed to fewer thermalized neutrons. 667 

 668 

Table 7. Estimation of neutron fluence in CAIs. 669 

Samples 150Sm/149Sm Ѱ (n/cm2) 

Bart (CK3) 0.533993 8.40E+13 



Homer (CK3) 0.533980 0.00E+00 
Marge (CV3) 0.534059 1.02E+15 

Lisaa (CV3) 0.534137 2.11E+15 

B4a,b (CV3) 0.534132 2.04E+15 

Crucibleb (CV3) 0.534042 7.65E+14 

Allende CAIsc (CV3) 0.534016 - 0.534065 4.11E+14 - 1.09E+15 
Ames Standard 0.533987 0.00E+00 
Neutron fluence calculations were done following Hidaka et al. (2012).  670 
a Indicates a CAI from NWA 6991  671 
b Data from Bouvier and Boyet, 2016 672 
c Data from Brennecka et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016 673 

   674 

4.2 Probing the original isotopic composition of the CV/CK CAI-forming region 675 

Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm isotopes in CAIs 676 

The isotopic composition of the CV CAI-forming region is characterized—using mostly Allende 677 

CAIs—by excesses in ε84Sr, ε135Ba, ε137Ba, ε92Mo, ε94Mo, ε95Mo, ε97Mo, ε100Mo, ε148Sm, and 678 

ε150Sm along with depletions in ε145Nd, ε148Nd, ε150Nd ε144Sm, and ε154Sm. However, a 679 

discussion of each elemental system with the addition of non-Allende CV and CK CAI data 680 

allows for the direct characterization of the region where these CAIs formed. 681 

 682 

The Sr isotopic compositions of (n=17) Allende CAIs reported in three different studies 683 

(Moynier et al., 2012; Hans et al., 2013; Brennecka et al., 2013) yield an average ε84Sr of 1.3 ± 684 

0.6 (2SD, Table EA4), although an ε84Sr range of 0.30 – 2.87 for Allende CAIs has been 685 

reported demonstrating variability in ε84Sr (Charlier et al., 2017). Despite derivation from a 686 

desert meteorite that could have experienced terrestrial weathering, the Sr isotopic composition 687 

of Lisa (ε84Sr = 1.4) is in good agreement with previous results, including Allende and non-688 

Allende CAIs (Fig. 7; Moynier et al., 2012; Hans et al., 2013; Paton et al., 2013; Brennecka et 689 

al., 2013). In contrast, Bart has an ε84Sr anomaly of 0.4, which is within analytical uncertainty of 690 

the terrestrial standard and the Allende CAIs average value. However, Bart has clearly 691 

experienced metamorphism on the parent body as indicated by two generations of plagioclase. 692 

Considering that anorthitic plagioclase incorporates large amounts of Sr, this low ε84Sr value 693 

most likely reflects the addition of parent body Sr that diluted the original Sr composition. 694 

Regardless, most CAIs (Allende and non-Allende) cluster around a mean ε84Sr of approximately 695 

1.3 (Fig. 7) that represents the original Sr isotopic composition in the CAI-forming region.  696 

 697 

The average of 17 Allende CAIs have Ba isotopic compositions of 0.56 ± 0.08 for ε135Ba and 698 

0.18 ± 0.20 for ε137Ba (2SD, Table EA4; Harper et al., 1992; Brennecka et al., 2013; 699 

Bermingham et al., 2014) demonstrating isotopic homogeneity, although one Allende CAI was 700 

reported to have a small enrichment in ε135Ba and slight deficit in ε137Ba that are 701 

indistinguishable from terrestrial standards (see Fig. 9; Bermingham et al., 2014). However, 702 

because no Ba concentration, REE pattern, or Sr isotope ratios were reported for this CAI, it is 703 

not clear whether this CAI reflects Ba isotopic heterogeneity in the CAI-forming region, or 704 

perhaps more likely, reflects contamination of Ba from the environment. From this study, Bart 705 

and Lisa both have excesses that are clearly distinct from terrestrial standards in ε135Ba (Table 4) 706 

and these inclusions hint at enrichments in ε137Ba as well, but these are not clearly resolved. Lisa, 707 



from a CV meteorite, and Bart, from a CK meteorite, both have a similar Ba isotopic 708 

compositions to Allende CAIs indicating they formed in the same isotopic reservoir. 709 

 710 

Contrary to many other isotopic systems, previous work has shown isotopic variability exists 711 

between fine- and coarse-grained CAIs for Mo (Burkhardt et al., 2011; Brennecka et al., 2017). 712 

Nevertheless all coarse-grained CAIs measured thus far appear have uniform Mo isotope patterns 713 

(Yin et al., 2002; Becker and Walker, 2003; Burkhardt et al., 2011; Brennecka et al., 2013, 2017) 714 

and since only coarse-grained CAIs were analyzed here, these types of CAIs will be the focus of 715 

this discussion. The average Mo isotopic composition of coarse-grained Allende CAIs exhibits 716 

positive excesses relative to terrestrial values in all isotopes of Mo (ε92Mo, ε94Mo, ε95Mo, ε97Mo, 717 

and ε100Mo) and shows a distinct ‘kink’ on ε94Mo (Becker and Walker, 2003; Burkhardt et al., 718 

2011; Brennecka et al., 2013). Bart and Lisa have well defined excesses relative to terrestrial 719 

standards in ε92Mo, ε94Mo, ε95Mo, ε97Mo, and ε100Mo with the above-mentioned ‘kink’ on ε94Mo 720 

and are isotopically similar to the majority of coarse-grained Allende CAIs having the 721 

characteristic r-excess pattern, thus demonstrating derivation from the same isotopic reservoir. 722 

 723 

The Nd isotopic compositions of the CV and CK CAIs in this work have depletions in ε145Nd, 724 

ε148Nd, and ε150Nd consistent with Allende CAIs (Brennecka et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016). 725 

Although Homer has a smaller depletion in ε150Nd compared to the rest of the CAIs of this study, 726 

the excellent agreement in the ε145Nd and ε148Nd compositions (that is consistent with a modelled 727 

r-process deficit in Nd) of Homer with other CAIs provides evidence that the ε150Nd may simply 728 

represent a measurement at the edge of analytical uncertainty. The Nd data of this study 729 

demonstrates that CAIs with varying mineralogy from CV and CK meteorites formed in a region 730 

that was isotopically uniform regarding Nd. In contrast, Bouvier and Boyet (2016) reported three 731 

CAIs with Nd isotopic compositions that were indistinguishable from terrestrial standards (Fig. 732 

10), yet the same three CAIs had nucleosynthetic anomalies in their Sm isotopic compositions. It 733 

is difficult to explain how CAIs could have terrestrial Nd compositions but anomalous Sm 734 

compositions. Regardless, the majority of CAIs measured to this point show remarkably uniform 735 

and distinct Nd isotopic compositions. 736 

 737 

After correction for neutron capture effects, all CAIs measured to this point from both CV and 738 

CK meteorites have nucleosynthetic anomalies in ε144Sm, ε148Sm, ε150Sm, and ε154Sm that are 739 

resolved from terrestrial standards yet agree within analytical uncertainty of one another (Fig. 11 740 

literature data from: Brennecka et al., 2013; Burkhardt et al., 2016; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016). 741 

This provides strong evidence for an isotopically homogenous CV/CK CAI-forming region. 742 

 743 

A large-scale, CAI-forming region? 744 

After the consideration of hot-desert weathering and neutron capture, the Sr, Ba, Nd, and Sm 745 

isotopic compositions of the CAIs analyzed from non-Allende CV and CK chondrites are 746 

uniform with each other and Allende CAIs, and all are distinct from terrestrial standards. This 747 

implies that the region where these objects formed was homogenous for these elements and thus 748 

suggests a single isotopic reservoir for CV and CK CAI formation. However, this homogeneity is 749 

inconsistent with the observed isotopic differences between fine- and coarse-grained CAIs in the 750 

elements Mo and W (Burkhardt et al., 2011, Kruijer et al., 2014; Brennecka et al., 2017), along 751 

with slight isotopic variability in Ca, Ti, Cr, Ni, Zr, and Hf (e.g., Birck and Lugmair 1988, 752 

Huang et al., 2012; Akram et al., 2013; Mercer et al., 2015; Williams et al. 2016; Peters et al., 753 



2017; Davis et al., 2017). The isotopic variability in these elements could reflect 1) the phases 754 

various elements are in during condensation along with their presolar carriers and/or 2) 755 

secondary processing such as interaction with nebular gas and/or parent body processing. For 756 

example, an integrated isotopic study on CAIs by Brennecka et al. (2017) has demonstrated there 757 

is large isotopic variability in the siderophile elements Mo and W and interpreted this to possibly 758 

reflect uneven distribution of the presolar carrier(s) of these elements. In comparison, the coarse-759 

grained CAIs of this work are consistent with Mo isotopic compositions measured in previous 760 

studies on coarse-grained CV CAIs (Burkhardt et al., 2008; Brennecka et al., 2013, 2017), 761 

demonstrating that these types of CAIs from CV and CK meteorites are identical and implying 762 

formation in a single nebular region. 763 

 764 

Slight isotopic variation in the lithophile elements Ca, Ti, Zr, and Hf reported in CAIs could also 765 

reflect the phases these elements condensed in. For example, elements like Ca and Ti are 766 

primarily hosted in melilite whereas Zr and Hf are expected to condense in oxides (Lodders, 767 

2003). Therefore, the carriers of Zr and Hf anomalies are likely different than those of Ca and Ti, 768 

and it is possible that not all of these carriers were mixed to the same degree. Even so, the 769 

variability in Zr and Hf is generally < 1 ε and the majority of CAIs do have uniform Zr and Hf 770 

isotopic compositions (Sprung et al., 2010; Akram et al., 2013; Render et al., 2016; Peters et al., 771 

2017). Similarly, Ti isotopic compositions of CAIs generally span a narrow range of excesses 772 

that cluster around 1.4 in ε46Ti and 9.5 in ε50Ti (Williams et al., 2016; Davis et al., 2017). 773 

Therefore, these data sets do not exclude the possibility of CAI formation in a single nebular 774 

region but instead reflect that some presolar carriers were well-mixed but not completely 775 

homogenized.  776 

 777 

Elements such as Cr and Ni could also have heterogeneously distributed carriers in the CAI-778 

forming region, although the effects of secondary processing could also explain some of the 779 

observed isotopic variability. Previous studies reported variability in Cr and Ni isotopes in CAIs 780 

(e.g., Birck and Lugmair 1988), however, more recent work on Cr demonstrated that this 781 

variability likely reflects partial equilibration of parent body Cr with the CAIs (Trinquier et al., 782 

2009; Mercer et al., 2015). As the Cr concentration ratio of chondrites to CAIs is ~ 10 (with CI 783 

chondrites as a proxy for a CAI-free matrix), a small addition of Cr from the matrix to the CAI 784 

could significantly alter the CAI isotopic composition (Trinquier et al., 2009; Mercer et al., 785 

2015). Such a scenario could also extend to Ni as previous work has shown the mobility of Ni 786 

between chondrules and matrix during aqueous alteration and/or terrestrial weathering (Telus et 787 

al., 2016). This exchange would result in Ni isotopic compositions that are not indicative solely 788 

of the CAI-forming region, but of a mix between Ni from the CAI region and Ni from the bulk 789 

meteorite. Therefore, Cr and Ni heterogeneity in CAIs might reflect secondary processing of 790 

individual samples on their parent bodies and/or terrestrial alteration. In any case, these effects 791 

need to be carefully considered with regards to the CAI-forming region.  792 

 793 

If CV and CK CAIs formed in different nebular regions, we would expect variability in their 794 

isotopic compositions, yet, the CAIs Bart and Homer from CK meteorites have isotopic 795 

compositions that are similar to CV CAIs, regardless of mineralogy, petrology, REE pattern, or 796 

documented alteration. Thus, the isotopic compositions of CAIs from both CV and CK 797 

chondrites imply that there existed a largely homogeneous CAI-forming region, at least with 798 

respect to the lithophile elements. Such a scenario could imply that CAIs from other chondritic 799 



meteorites would have the same isotopic compositions as CV and CK CAIs, however this 800 

remains largely untested.  801 

 802 

5. Conclusions 803 

 804 

(1) In this study and previous work, a variety of CAI types (A, B, related to C, group II and 805 

non-group II, fine-grained, coarse-grained) have been analyzed for Sr, Mo, Ba, Nd, and 806 

Sm isotope systematics. Regardless of the CAI sample, the vast majority of the analyzed 807 

CAIs are indistinguishable from each other within analytical uncertainty but are clearly 808 

resolvable from terrestrial values. Nucleosynthetic anomalies observed in CAIs from 809 

CK3 meteorites for Mo, Ba, Nd, and Sm are consistent and in good agreement with CAIs 810 

from CV3 meteorites (Harper et al., 1992; Burkhardt et al., 2011; Brennecka et al., 2013; 811 

Bermingham et al., 2014; Bouvier and Boyet, 2016; Burkhardt et al., 2016). This is 812 

evidence that CAIs from CV and CK chondrites formed in the same nebular region that 813 

was essentially isotopically homogenous for these elements.  814 

(2) The lesser magnitude (or absent) nucleosynthetic anomalies in the Sr, Mo, and Ba 815 

isotopic compositions of two CAIs in this study stems from hot-desert weathering that 816 

diluted the original Sr, Mo, and Ba isotopic composition of those inclusions. Therefore, 817 

these measured isotopic compositions are not indicative of the CAI-forming region, but 818 

instead of the original CAI composition mixed with terrestrial contamination in these 819 

elements. Petrographic data and other isotopic data such as 87Sr/86Sr ratios can assist in 820 

determining if hot-desert weathering has affected samples. However, the isotopic 821 

composition of REE elements such as Sm and Nd appear to have not been affected by 822 

terrestrial weathering in these samples. 823 

(3) The Sm isotopic composition measured in CAIs here and in previous studies clearly 824 

demonstrates that neutron capture effects have altered the Sm isotopic composition of 825 

some CAIs. To this point, secondary effects from neutron capture are restricted to CAIs 826 

from CV chondrites, whereas CK CAIs show no effects from neutron capture. However, 827 

when neutron capture effects are taken into account, all CAIs measured thus far show 828 

remarkable isotopic uniformity for Sm systematics. 829 
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